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I. ABSTRACT

We present a systematic procedure of functional test case generation for feature testing of mobile phone applications. A feature is an increment of functionality, usually with a coherent purpose that is added on top of a basic system. Feature are usually developed and tested separately from the basic system as independent modules. The procedure is based on model-based testing techniques with test cases generated from UML sequence diagrams translated into Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs). A case study is presented to illustrate the application of the procedure. The work is part of a research initiative for automation of test case generation, selection and evaluation of Motorola mobile phone applications.

II. INTRODUCTION

Mobile phone applications are called features. Feature is an increment of functionality, usually with a coherent purpose, comprising a relatively small piece of code that implements a set of functionalities, that is added on top of a basic system. A feature example is Message that has “send” and “receive” as functionalities.

Due to fierce dispute in applications market, such as the mobile phone one, customers are demanding cost reductions in their maintenance contracts [1]. Therefore, companies have been investing in research for approaches to decrease costs while keeping or increasing applications quality.

In this context, model-based testing appears as a promising approach to control software quality as well as to reduce the inherent costs of a test process, since test cases can be generated from the software specification, concomitantly to its development.

The problems concerning the testing techniques for feature, and particularly, feature interaction have been investigated in different works in the telephony domain [2]. However, feature testing is as important as feature interaction testing, because the costs to find and correcting bugs during the feature interaction phase are higher, since feature interaction testing phase involves more than one feature.

This work focus on functional testing for mobile phone applications (features). Test cases are generated from UML sequence diagrams that represent a feature behavior. Due to the nature of this application (small size and sequence of actions and reactions), UML sequence diagrams are presented as good artifacts. The idea is to reuse sequence diagrams that are constructed by development teams to specify use cases with basic and alternative scenarios. Labeled Transitions Systems (LTSs) are used as an internal model to precisely represent the functional feature behavior. Feature interaction is out of the scope of this work.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section III, preliminary definitions of feature and testing are presented along with a brief introduction to the models considered for test case generation and the target application domain. Section IV explains the proposed systematic procedure for test case generation. Also, a case study, in the context of a mobile phone application, is used to illustrate its application and obtained results (Section V). Related works are presented in Section VI. Conclusions and points for further work are presented in Section VII. Section VIII shows our acknowledgments.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly show basic concepts addressed in this paper on feature, test case, model-based testing, UML sequence diagrams and LTSs as models for the intended application domain.

A. Feature

Mobile phones are composed by a set of features. Such features are typically mobile and reactive applications, that is, they are characterized by the interaction with the environment which they are inserted through inputs and outputs produced for application.

A feature is a clustering of requirements that describe a cohesive unit of functionality, for example, “message” is a feature, “send” and “receive message” are requirements of message. The smallest part of a service that can be perceived by the service user is seen by ITU-T as service feature [3].

This way, a feature is specified without knowledge of which other features, they may be grouped with [4] and that can execute concurrently but not all [5], due to dispute over the use of specific hardware resources or due to quality constraints.

A feature specifies the behavior of one or more entities in terms of their current state and a set of input events throughout time [4].

B. Test Cases

Test can be defined as an action of exercising software with test cases, having as goals to find application faults or
activities related to MBT can be described as follows [8]:

characterize with exactness the system behavior [7]. The software requirements are precisely defined, in order to requirements. For its application, it is necessary that the generation of tests using models extracted from system behaved as expected.

Finally, the obtained results are compared with the expected collecting the outputs until the poscondition is reached.

Having a defined test case, the tester must set the application according to the precondition and exercise it with the inputs, collecting the outputs until the poscondition is reached. Finally, the obtained results are compared with the expected ones to check if the test has passed or not, i.e., if the software behaved as expected.

C. Model-based Testing

Model-Based Testing (MBT) consists in the automatic generation of tests using models extracted from system requirements. For its application, it is necessary that the software requirements are precisely defined, in order to characterize with exactness the system behavior [7]. The activities related to MBT can be described as follows [8]:

- **Build the model:** the formal model is built from software requirements;
- **Generate expected inputs:** the test inputs are generated from the formal model;
- **Generate expected outputs:** the test outputs are generated from the formal model;
- **Run tests:** the system is executed with the generated inputs, generating outputs;
- **Compare outputs with expected outputs:** the generated outputs are compared to the expected outputs.

D. Sequence Diagram

A sequence diagram describes a sequence of actions that occur in a system over time. It captures the invocation of methods from each object, and also the order in which it occurs. This makes sequence diagrams a very useful tool to easily represent the dynamic behavior of a system. In addition, sequence diagrams can be a good graphical representation of system scope requirements, since they can show the system behavior and the interfaces with other subsystems. A sequence diagram consists of:

- **Object:** A sequence diagram consists of sequences of interaction among different objects. It is a primary element involved in this diagram, being represented by a rectangle (Figure 1(a));
- **Message:** The interactions between different objects in a sequence diagram are represented as messages. A message is denoted by a directed arrow and the notation differs depending on the message type (we can represent simple messages (Figure 1(b)), special messages to create (Figure 1(c)) or destroy objects (Figure 1(d)), and message responses (Figure 1(e))).

Sequence diagrams are suitable models for representing feature requirements. In the context of the CinBTCRD cooperation, sequence diagrams are used to describe basic and alternative flows of use cases by development teams.

Figure 2 shows the general format of sequence diagrams considered in this work. One of the objects of the sequence diagram represents the **User** that interacts with the **Application**. All messages are represented as simple messages. For alternative flows, the notation is showed in Figure 2 as annotations. Each alternative flow has a condition that deviates the flow. In this case, we have two alternative flows (one for each condition). The notation for conditional loop is showed in Figure 2 as a guard. Each loop has a loop condition that indicates how many times the loop messages must be repeated. As sequence diagrams can represent the dynamic behavior of a feature, we proposed a systematic procedure (see Section IV) for test case generation from UML sequence diagrams.

E. Labeled Transition System

There are some problems to be faced when extracting test cases from sequence diagrams since they do not have a good representation of repetitive, recursive, or conditional sequences, suppressing many control and interface details [9]. A difference of interpretation between design and test engineers can give rise to defects during the test phases [10], leading to an onerous and ineffective test process. Then, one idea is to transform them into Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs), and thus, to check the behavior of the LTS behavior model, using tools for animating LTS models with the purpose of removing any existing ambiguity.

In general, an LTS provides a global, monolithic description of the set of all possible behaviors of the system; a path on the LTS can be taken as a test sequence. Therefore, LTSs are highly testable models. In Figure 3, the elements that compose an LTS are shown: (a) initial state (Figure 3(a)) that...
represents an initial state of the system; (b) labeled transition (Figure 3(b)) that represents an action that occurs and change the state of system; and (c) state (Figure 3(c)) that represents a state of system. An LTS is a 4-tuple $S = (Q, A, T, q_0)$, where

- $Q$ is a finite, nonempty set of states;
- $A$ is a finite, nonempty set of labels (denoting actions);
- $T$, the transition relation, is a subset of $Q \times A \times Q$;
- $q_0$ is the initial state.

A. Obtaining the LTS Model for functional testing

The first step of the proposed systematic procedure is to transform a sequence diagram into an LTS, since, as said previously, this is a model more suitable for test purposes. As UML sequence diagrams have information about different objects of an application, and we are interested in functional testing, we will not consider the messages sent between internal objects. Therefore, we will obtain an LTS model representing use scenarios (actions executed by the user and actions viewed by the user). For the sake of simplicity in the test case generation process, we added some annotations to the LTS model. The annotations are steps, expectedResults, conditions. These annotations are used to separate the main test case information: the steps or user actions to be executed, the expected results or system responses and the initial conditions under which the actions can be performed. For this transformation, a strategy, based on the general procedure to generate flow graphs from sequence diagrams presented in [9], was defined. The steps for this strategy are presented as follows:

1) The states of the LTS are created and numbered on increased order according to the transitions that need to be added;
2) The LTS state numbered as 0 represents the initial state of the system, i.e., the state that represents the initial requirements for the scenario represented in the sequence diagram to occur. The initial state has an input arrow to mark the start;
3) For each new transition, a new state is created;
4) For each message (in the order it appears) of the sequence diagram, if the message is:
   a) From User to System or From User to User - must be create a transition with the label “steps” and a transition where the label is the proper message content;
   b) From System to User - must be create a transition with the label “expectedResults” and a transition where the label is the proper message content;
5) For each alternative flow, a transition must be created where the label is the proper loop condition in the beginning of the loop and other from the ended loop state to the first loop state with the same label.

To illustrate this transformation, in Figures 2 and 4 an UML Sequence Diagram and the derived LTS from this Sequence Diagram are shown. See that the loop condition is showed from state “2” to state “7”, and from state “7” to “3” is created a transition with loop condition. The alternative flows presented in sequence diagram are showed in LTS from state “8” to “11” and from “8” to “20”.

IV. TEST CASE GENERATION BY MEANS OF UML SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS AND LTSS

In this section, we present a systematic procedure for test case generation from UML sequence diagrams based on the derivation of an LTS internal model. From the LTS model, test cases are generated. The procedure is targeted to feature testing in mobile phone applications and can be applied in an UML-based development process where requirements, specially use cases, are specified in terms of sequence diagrams. The result of this procedure is a set of test cases. Each test case is documented in terms of preconditions (initial conditions), input actions (steps), posconditions and expected results.

This procedure is divided into two main steps that are detailed in the sequence:

- **Obtaining LTS model for functional testing** - the LTS model from a sequence diagram; and,
- **Deriving test cases**.
A path can be obtained, using the Depth First Search method (DFS), by traversing an LTS starting from the initial state. The coverage criterion of the systematic procedure is that all paths states and labeled transitions are covered, i.e., all LTS states and labeled transitions are visited at least once. Since we are considering functional testing, total coverage is a reasonable and feasible goal, to guarantee a thoroughly investigation of the feature functionalities [12].

Each traced path should be written in a table indicating the number of the path and the path itself. The table referring to the example shown in Figure 5 can be seen in Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>steps, a, loopCondition, loop Condition, steps, b, expectedResults, d, loopCondition, conditions, Condition 1, steps, e, expectedResults, j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>steps, a, loopCondition, loop Condition, steps, b, expectedResults, d, loopCondition, conditions, Condition 2, steps, f, expectedResults, h, steps, i, expectedResults, j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test cases were derived from the paths (presented in Table I) and they can be seen in Figure 8.

Analyzing the results, we can see that the proposed approach guarantees that all functionalities represented in the model will be tested due to the coverage strategy chosen. In fact, the complete feature considered has a number of combined functionalities and the final LTS is more complex leading to a bigger number of test cases if 100% coverage is desired - in this case, a total of 2 (two) test cases. The systematic procedure can be automated to promote productivity and reliability in test case generation when compared to ad-hoc practices.

It is important to remark that the effectiveness of a test process based on the procedure is closely related to the quality of the models. Omissions and faults in the sequence diagrams may lead to unreasonable test cases. However, in contexts where constructing, thoroughly revising and maintaining such models are established practices, such risks are minimized, presenting a favorable opportunity for application of model-based testing.

VI. RELATED WORKS

There are some other works that derive test cases from models using a similar approach. In [9], the test pattern “Round-trip Scenario Test Pattern” is presented. This pattern uses UML Sequence Diagrams as input, but it does not use LTSS as model for test case generation. It uses flow graphs. The advantage of using LTS models is that it is the usual method.
semantics of many specification formalisms and a number of tools are available to generate them. Test case generation algorithms from LTS and tools to support this generation are also available.

UMLAUT (Unified Modeling Language All pUrposes Transformer) is a tool for the manipulation of UML models that includes the UML sequence diagram. It is a general framework for UML model transformation [13] [14]. It is developed within the Triskell Project. This framework is used with the TGV tool to generate test cases. TGV (Test Generation with Verification technology) is a conformance test generator [15] [16]. Then, the transformation from UML sequence diagram to LTS is done by UMLAUT tool and the test case generation by TGV tool [17]. However, this tool has some restrictions to create a sequence diagram, since in it we cannot represent self-loops or alternative flows. Therefore, in UMLAUT tool we cannot represent more interesting system behaviors. In [18], test case generation by means of UML Sequence diagrams and Markov Chains is presented. UML sequence diagrams and Message Sequence Charts are transformed into Markov Chains. From the Markov Chains test cases are generated. This is focused on statistical usage testing.

There are other works that consider a sequence diagram as test case generation input. An example can be seen in [19], where the Seditec tool generates automatically test stubs for the classes and methods whose behavior is specified in the sequence diagrams. This approach is different from ours because it generates test stubs, while we generated abstract test cases.

In [20], the test cases are generated from sequence diagrams for product line applications.

In [21], the PTK tool is presented. This tool generates test cases from scenario-based specifications using Message Sequence Charts and generates test scripts from such diagrams in languages as SDL, TTCN.

In [22], a methodology for designing and executing ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) feature tests is presented. The methodology’s scope is for ISDN features. For each feature, a feature tree is drawn that represents the feature requirements. Each path of feature tree represents a test case.

Therefore, the advantage of our approach when compared to other related works is that it is tailored for feature
testing of mobile phone applications whose requirements are specified by sequence diagrams, including loops and alternative flows. Also, since LTSs are used as internal model it can be combined with other approaches that uses this model as internal representation, for instance, considering formal specifications of requirements in notations such as CSP. Finally, tools available for test case generation and selection from LTSs can be used.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a systematic procedure to generate test cases for feature testing by means of UML Sequence Diagrams and LTSs was proposed and a case study of applying it was presented.

We believe that the proposed systematic procedure is appropriate to the reality of most mobile phone companies, since the test cases are derived from UML sequence diagrams and, in general, these diagrams are generated early in the development process. By generating test cases still in the development cycle, it is possible to decrease costs keeping the quality. Moreover, the time to the innovative applications to come to the market can be improved.

From the case study, we could verify that the proposed procedure seems to be very applicable in a mobile phone context. As sequence diagrams are the base of the strategy and as this kind of application usually consists of sequences of combined atomic services, representing its dynamic behavior with these diagrams is very useful.

Furthermore, complete coverage of an LTS model is achievable since mobile phone applications are usually of small size, even though complex, leading to reasonable size LTS models. In general, for bigger applications, with bigger LTSs, the set of test cases is greater and application functionalities test coverage is still a problem. Researches for effective test cases selection, that is, selecting a set of test cases according to a given coverage criteria, has been done, and we are evaluating their use within our procedure. Minimizing test case redundancy also needs to be dealt with.

Some questions for future work were identified, as use the systematic procedure with test purposes, using TGV. Besides, we plan to apply the procedure into some other kinds of applications, and not only the mobile ones. To automate the whole process, a tool has been developed and is under test in a real environment.
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